JSU-Diagram: A Guideline for Treatment of the Upper Limb in Stroke Patients
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Abstract

Recovery of efficient, functional use of the upper limb post stroke can contribute to an increased quality of life. Early implementation of well-structured upper limb treatment after stroke may affect recovery of upper limb function and dexterity. The JSU (Jessa Sint-Ursula) diagram should be considered a guideline to work on the objectives needed to shape the rehabilitation of the upper limb at various stages of recovery. The diagram starts with upper limb rehabilitation from day one, even in the absence of sufficient trunk control and aims at offering a logical theoretical strategy for improving the recovery of function of the upper limb.

Introduction

Reduced arm function causes a decrease of quality of life in stroke patients [1]. Initially, 85% of stroke patients have an impairment of arm-hand function. These impairments still exist in 55 to 75% of stroke patients after three to six months [2-4]. Six months after stroke 30-66% of stroke patients remain without voluntary function of the upper limb and 5-20% demonstrates complete recovery [2,5].

Walking and activities of daily living (ADL) seem to get more attention in order to optimize the opportunity for patients to be discharged home [6]. Therefore, intensive mobility training and early task oriented training with the affected arm may not be a priority [7,8], although recovery of function at all stages is possible [9]. The neural damage specificity involving the cortico-spinal tract reinforced with an emphasis on mobility, spontaneous preference to use the unaffected limb for independence in activities of daily living and the non-use of the affected upper limb may explain the limited and slower recovery of the dexterity of the upper limb. Apart from this, the early attention, which is given to gross motor skill, like walking and ADL functions, explains the difference in time of recovery after stroke. The attention often only shifts to upper limb treatment after some time. At this moment, not only the primary impairment, but also 'learned non-use' defines the probability of recovery.

There are various reasons why early implementation of upper limb rehabilitation is an important factor in the probability of recovery of upper limb function. After a stroke, the unaffected hemisphere inhibits the affected one [10,11]. This inter-hemispheric inhibition can be influenced by an early start of rehabilitation of the involved upper limb.

In order to keep the upper limb in the body scheme, early implementation of upper limb treatment is important. By involving the hand in treatment immediately post stroke reorganisation around the area of the stroke may be facilitated. The possible segmental competition may be affected [12]. Learning based therapy drives reorganisation of the brain maps. Early implement of hand use increases the probability of expanding the hand representation in the brain [13].

The prerequisites for recovery of voluntary selective movements of the upper limb in patients post stroke include good core stability, correct scapula setting, efficient scapular humeral rhythm, good somatosensory function and recovery of reach-related muscle function [14-16]. A dynamic, stable trunk is the background for a proper function of shoulder muscles. The trunk must automatically anticipate upper limb movements by setting anticipatory postural adjustments (APA). APA’s provide a chain of fixation for prime movers [17] and are only effective if sufficient postural control, built on a stable core, is present.

Scapula setting with proper alignment of the glenoid allows for the most efficient position of the rotator cuff muscles to function. This allows recruitment of the triceps brachii, which is considered to be a prime mover in a forward reaching task and a key muscle targeted by the reaching practice [18]. Simultaneous contractions of External rotators of the shoulder and triceps are important for efficient reach and grasp [19,20]. Selective recruitment of deltoideus, pars spinalis, and medial triceps are important conditions to set the function in early rehabilitation of the upper limb.

Sensorimotor processing of the hand is critically important to restoring functional movements of the upper limb. That’s why early, specific and task-oriented hand therapy is important in the recovery of the upper limb.

The JSU diagram (JSU: Jessa Sint-Ursula) has been proposed by Jessa Sint-Ursula as a model for rehabilitation of the upper limb after stroke (Figure 1). The JSU flow chart was developed by therapists of the Jessa - hospital, rehabilitation campus Sint-Ursula, Herk-de-Stad, Belgium, to shape the early, specific and task-oriented therapy of the upper limb.

The JSU diagram should be considered a guideline to determine the objectives needed to shape the rehabilitation of various stages of recovery. The diagram starts with upper limb rehabilitation from day one, even in the absence of sufficient trunk control. To our knowledge, no structured model relating starting position to stage of recovery has been published.
Trunk Control Test. Item 3 (balance in sitting position on the edge of the bed with the feet off the ground for at least 30 seconds) distinguishes patients who can or cannot sit. If a patient is not able to sit (Item 3<25), the upper limb can be treated in lying (supine, side-lying on the involved or non-involved side).

If the patient is able to sit independent (Item 3=25), the Brunnstrom Fugl-Meyer upper limb Test is used for decision making. The Brunnstrom Fugl-Meyer Test evaluates the movement of shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand and the coordination of the upper limb and discriminates between moving the arm in or out of flexion pattern. Abduction and internal rotation of the shoulder, and flexion of the elbow characterize moving the arm in flexion pattern. The patient should be able to move out of the flexion pattern if the score on item 2-3-4 of the BFM exceeds 17. Selectivity of movement is possible and therefore task oriented practice in sitting and standing is preferable to treat reaching and grasping.

JSU Diagram and ICF

The bio-psycho-social model of the ICF has been used as a frame of reference when designing the JSU-diagram. The JSU-diagram is based on test results of the Trunk Control Test [21] and the Brunnstrom-Fugl-Meyer upper limb assessment [22], which in turn are part of the clinical examination. The clinical examination starts from the goals of the patient, which are defined on the levels of activity and participation. The functional properties and quality of movement are assessed within the given activities. Therapists break eventual inefficiencies into disorders on the structure/function level. The therapist tries to influence these disorders by offering meaningful activities. The patient thinks in terms of ‘activity’, the therapist keeps in mind the structure/function level. Progressively offering meaningful activities, which are practiced and reinforced can lead to neural adaptation of the brain.

Choice of Measurements: Trunk Control Test (TCT) and Brunnstrom Fugl-Meyer Test (BFM)

In the JSU-diagram, a first division is made, using item 3 of the Trunk Control Test. Item 3 (balance in sitting position on the edge of the bed with the feet off the ground for at least 30 seconds) distinguishes patients who can or cannot sit. If a patient is not able to sit (Item 3<25), the upper limb can be treated in lying (supine, side-lying on the involved or non-involved side).

If the patient is able to sit independent (Item 3=25), the Brunnstrom Fugl-Meyer upper limb Test is used for decision making. The Brunnstrom Fugl-Meyer Test evaluates the movement of shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand and the coordination of the upper limb and discriminates between moving the arm in or out of flexion pattern. Abduction and internal rotation of the shoulder, and flexion of the elbow characterize moving the arm in flexion pattern. The Brunnstrom-Fugl-Meyer Test was chosen because it has prognostic properties for the recovery of dexterity [23-25].

A score <11 on stage 2 of BFM means that the patient is not able to move out of flexion pattern. A maximum score on the items related to shoulder movements (elevation, adduction, abduction, and internal rotation), results in a score of 10 points. A score<11 points means that there is a lack of selective movement. The patient moves his arm in a flexion pattern, and glenohumeral external rotation is difficult, if not impossible.

Possible causes of moving the arm in a flexion pattern relate to a lack of core stability, inadequate scapula setting and a lack of selective recruitment. It is the aim of this manuscript to address these issues in the various starting positions, which are described in the JSU diagram. For example, lying on the hemiplegic side can be chosen to stabilise the involved scapula in a passive way, which will make the external rotators of the shoulder more accessible. In this position, the flexor synergy may be influenced. The therapist should be able to move out of the flexion pattern if the score on item 2-3-4 of the BFM exceeds 17. Selectivity of movement is possible and therefore task oriented practice in sitting and standing is preferable to treat reaching and grasping.

JSU Diagram

TCT item 3<25

The aim in this phase is early activation of the upper limb. A starting position is chosen in order of increasing difficulty. For example, the lateral position on the affected side may be the starting place, followed by supine position and then the lateral position on the non-affected side.

Lateral position on the affected side

In this position, the trunk, scapula and upper arm are passively stabilized. The arm is positioned in 90° of ventral flexion, which mimics a reaching position. The patient has a lot of visual information about the position of the arm and hand and in lateral lying proprioceptive and sensory information increases (Figure 2).

During therapy, the emphasis is put on eccentric movement of internal rotators of the shoulder and of pectoralis major, activation of biceps and triceps, eccentric control of the pronators of the forearm when returning to starting position. Green arrow: extension of elbow, eccentric activity of elbow flexors. Red arrow: elbow flexion, eccentric activity of triceps.

function/structure level, whilst the patient is trying to solve a ‘motor problem’. Doing so, the patient is ‘thinking’ on an activity level.

**Supine**

The passive stability of the trunk and scapula is preserved in supine. In this starting position however, the degrees of freedom of movements and the effect of gravity increase, making the task of moving the arm more difficult (Figures 3-5). For example, focus can be on eccentric and concentric activity of serratus anterior (scapula protraction/scapula setting), eccentric activity of pectoralis and deltoideus, pars anterior (horizontal abduction), concentric and eccentric activity of shoulder flexors (ventral flexion). Eccentric and concentric control of triceps can be addressed with the shoulder in ventral flexion (Figure 3).

**Figure 3: The patient moves from the therapist’s forehead to his own forehead: external rotation in the glenohumeral joint, eccentric (green arrow) and concentric (red arrow) activity of triceps.**

The relationship between core stability and scapula setting is best addressed in the lateral position on the non-affected side. Scapula setting can be exercised in preparation of reaching and grasping. The goal of therapy in this position is scapula setting, shoulder protraction (serratus anterior), concentric and eccentric control of external rotators of the shoulder and deltoideus, pars posterior, concentric and eccentric activity of triceps brachii. A task is chosen in which grasping is included. Finally, this position inhibits the non-affected side in case of over-activity (Figure 6).

**Figure 4: Protraction: concentric activity of serratus anterior**

**Figure 5: Functional task: 'Follow the ring with the stick': eccentric activity of pectoralis major the internal rotator of the shoulder, concentric activity of triceps, supinators and wrist extensors.**

**Lateral position on the non-affected side**

**Figure 6: scapula setting: concentric activity of serratus anterior (red), and trapezius, pars ascendens (blue)**

**Figure 7: Training core stability, related to reach: the movement is preceded by a backward pelvic tilt (tightening deep abdominal muscles).**

**TCT Item 3=25, BFM UL Stage 2<11**

At this stage, the main objective is practicing core stability in relation to reaching, scapula setting and selective recruitment of muscle activity.
Core stability in supine, related to reaching

Adequate core stability gives an anchor point for scapula setting. In order to set the scapula, serratus anterior needs stable external oblique abdominals. In supine, core stability is trained by strengthening the deep abdominal musculature. Doing so, it is important to emphasize the relationship with reaching (Figure 7).

Scapula setting

A lack of core stability and absence of adequate scapula setting are reasons for moving the upper limb in flexor pattern. As a result of this, and due to an inefficient selective movement, reaching is done with shoulder abduction, internal rotation and predominance of elbow flexion (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Scapula setting: activity of Trapezius, pars ascendens (red), Serratus anterior (blue), Trapezius, pars descendens (green), stabilises the scapula on the thorax.

When practicing scapula setting, a correct cooperation between trapezius, pars ascendens, serratus anterior, and trapezius, pars descendens and rhomboidei is essential (Figure 7). An inefficient scapula setting leads to insufficient exorotation of the humerus and to difficulties with elevation of the arm. In addition, the risk of impingement of the supraspinatus tendon increases because of poor scapulohumeral rhythm. Sufficient core stability and efficient scapula setting frees the arm and hand for selective movement.

Prone sitting–prone standing

Figure 9: Prone sitting: selective concentric activity of trapezius, pars ascendens

Analytical work with scapula is possible in prone sitting and prone standing. This position offers the possibility to work with the scapula on a stable trunk. The scapula is activated in the body scheme by tactile and proprioceptive stimulation. Selective movement (eccentric, isometric and concentric) of rhomboidei and trapezius, pars ascendens is facilitated (Figure 9). Too much activity of trapezius, pars descendens is inhibited. If an efficient scapula setting is achieved, brachii can be addressed.

Supine/lateral position

Scapula setting can be integrated within the activity level in supine. The number of degrees of freedom, which have to be controlled, increases in relation to the chosen starting position: lateral position on the affected side, supine, lateral position on the non-affected side.

Selective Recruitment

In this phase, selective movement is trained by giving functional tasks in various starting positions. Changing the environment and task offers a variety of situations in which motor learning becomes possible. The patient learns to move in the most efficient way, taking into account the remaining potential (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Scapula setting with selective recruitment of triceps brachii

Figures 11: Functional activities

Eventual starting postures are lateral position on affected side, supine, lateral position on non-affected side, sit and stand. Activities are shaped by the therapist to influence the function and structural level. In other words, the patient 'thinks' activity; the therapist 'thinks' structure/function. A key issue is that the direction of articular movement can be different of the mentioned muscular activity (Figures 2 and 5).

Selective recruitment of deltoid, pars spinalis, triceps brachii, and wrist extensors is emphasized (Figure 11).
Limitations of this Analysis of Rehabilitation of the Upper Limb Post Stroke

This manuscript describes a potential paradigm for improving upper limb function post stroke. However, this is not an evidence-based review and it does not include a report of a clinical trial. While the proposed strategy for improving the recovery of function of the upper limb follows a logical theoretical strategy, there is no evidence-based review that specifically supports the recommendations.

The authors are aware that many factors will affect motor performance. The importance of for instance cognitive and emotional functions, speech functions, spasticity, post-stroke shoulder pain, balance and coordination, etc. shouldn’t be underestimated and have to be part of the clinical reasoning process, which is embedded within the JSU-Diagram and which leads to adequate treatment choices.

Conclusion

Recovery of efficient, functional use of the upper limb post stroke can contribute to an increased quality of life. After a stroke, the literature suggests immediate implementation of therapy for the upper limb may reduce the risk of secondary dysfunction related to non-use of the arm/hand. The JSU diagram offers a guideline for implementing upper limb treatment at various stages of recovery after stroke. Prerequisites for efficient voluntary reach and grasp skills require adequate postural control, core stability, scapula setting and selective recruitment of reach-related musculature. Objectives must be defined on an activity level. The choices of rehabilitation environment, task, starting positions and handling techniques may influence the maximum level of functional levels of voluntary movement recovery. Further research on the effectiveness of the treatment strategy, which is described in the JSU-diagram, is needed.
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